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STORY OF EDU

The roadside fortune-teller, Rajaram, sat below the customary Banyan tree with his parrot. He could gaze at the 
newspaper stand, a cigarette shop and a bus-stand where people crowded and dispersed periodically. He 
spotted the same man he had read fortune for 3 days ago. With snow-white hair and a walking stick, he waved 
at Rajaram with a smile, for he had predicted his fate right. The old man was blessed with a grandson. Alas, he 
was Rajaram’s only customer this week. “Trapped who? Me or you?” chuckled the caged parrot. The online apps 
with a customized numerologist, palm readers, and spiritual gurus, had put Rajaram’s fate to test. He used to 
encourage citizens to hang on to life and not lose hope was himself unable to practice these theories. While he 
could predict with the books, he had studied, so perfectly, why couldn’t he read his own life the same way? Did 
he choose not to believe in his knowledge? 

Sometimes, things exist because we believe in them; and what builds this belief? – education, culture, and practices. 
Newarch EDU believes in cultivating this collaborative culture, resilient attitude and practicing sustainability. EDU 
believes in liberating the community with education and create awareness about landscape architecture. To live 
up to the altering lifestyles, teaching and learning styles at EDU practice adaptability. While the buildings collapse 
resisting the strong winds, EDU like the ground-hugging algae, shall perform, carrying the learning legacy ahead.

Newarch EDU – to connect, to evolve.
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ALIGNMENT
 
Do you choose the office that chooses you? Or, 
does it work the other way? 

While the interview process lasts for not more than 
a few minutes, Newarch opts for time to really get 
to know the eminent Newarcher. A two to five 
days alignment program is a structured framework 
of psychometric tests, design, and software skill 
analysis exercises. The output is a win-win situation. 
The aspiring candidate gets used to the office 
ambiance and the office is now ready to absorb 
him/her after a coarse idea of strengths and 
weaknesses. 

INTERNSHIP 
Internship in landscape research. While the academic structure demands systematic 
documentation of the design proposal, the internship guides the students to read, 
analyze and express landscapes. 

Book: Pattern Language
Analysis guided by: Jay Choksi 
Interns: Gayatri Tawde, Parika Doshi 

Preview:
In order to design and define open spaces in cities and towns, we must begin 
with an understanding that every place is given its character by a certain pattern 
of events that keep on happening there. We as architects are concerned with 
buildings and open spaces tend to forget easily that all the life and soul of a place, 
all our experiences there, depend not simply on the physical environment, but 
on the patterns of an event which we experience there. These patterns of events 
are always interlocked with certain geometric patterns in space. These pattern 
languages are the atoms and molecules from which building and open spaces are 
shaped.

MENTORSHIP 
The EDU Mentorship Program shares knowledge and ideas, and aids less experienced members in gaining 
expertise and building a professional outlook towards design and research. Critical profile elements include 
development goals, specific topical interests, location, experiences, and matching preferences. Matching 
best practitioners start with a solid profile for all participants. We combine your interest, your thesis proposal, 
your career interest with best of the Newarchers and, you are good to kick start!

INDUCTION
The Newarch studio functions at a pace, too rapid 
for a newcomer to adjust. A gradual shift from the 
concepts, to the schematic layout, to design detail, 
to working drawing, to 3d views, to execution, the 
process could get overwhelming. The induction 
developed by EDU is a structured documented 
one-month program that develops a deeper 
understanding of Landscape as a profession and 
working in Newarch. The tasks eventually get very 
challenging.

What they say: 
“I can tell you for a fact that I never felt that I 
should give up. Coz I couldn’t wait to work on 
design projects!” 
                                                          - Shruti Kadam

“I completed my induction 7 days before 
schedule. And now that I am done, I can say 
that it was necessary.” 
                                       - Shresthankar Das Sarkar

The documented program expects a commitment 
to time & adherence to the structure. If completed 
sincerely, you glide smoothly into the mainstream. 
And before you know it, the sun has already set!



ALL 
CREATIONS
IS THE 
ART OF
SEEING 
    

- JOHN                      
BERGER

RESEARCH
1. Pedestrian psychology
Pedestrian psychology is the study of behavior and mind, conscious and 
unconscious phenomena of a person or group of persons traveling on foot, 
whether walking, running, cycling or on wheelchair. This research is utilised and 
applied to design open spaces using infographics. 

2. Indian tradition and culture in landscape architecture - Adalaj step well analysis
Adalaj Step well is a unique Hindu water building; in the village of Adalaj, close 
to Ahmedabad. The step well was built in 1499 by Muslim king. The patterns of 
traditional architecture that overlap with the modern design give insights into 
people behavior, cultural influences and adaptations to change over a period.

ACADEMICS
In this programme we stoop down to grassroots
to effectively mould landscapes 

We INITIATE  INTERACTIONS, UNDERSTAND 
PERCEPTIONS, walk the space that we sketch 
add fringe & flavour we GAZE, LISTEN SOUNDS 
& VISUALISE the open & let time take over.

3.Sensorial landscape
The sense of smell, 
the taste of a place, 
the sight of kindness; 
what is it that in natural 
forms that brings out 
these emotions? The 
study focuses on this 
relationship between
human senses and 
elements of landscape. 

Topics

Alignment 2 - 5 Days
Creative, Design, Software,
Sketching, Writing, Costing

Induction 15 - 20 Days Deisgn, Drafting, Concepts, 
Detailing, Software, Presentation

Internship 90 Days Research, Analysis, Application,
Presentation

Research As per requirement Analysis, Application, 
Presentation

As per requirement Analysis, Compilation

Lecture 1 Year Landscape Design

Mentorship

Duration Interaction Skills

We use guided access 
promote application based 

research DERIVE DESIGNS 
read, write & film landscapes 
making it meaningful & 
motivating.

 

We LEARN FROM THE BY 
GONE,the Brownian, the 
Renaissance, the chowks and
the Mughals.
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Green Area
What is the best strategy for 
increasing green cover outside 
recorded forest areas?

 Newarch landscapes believes in a holistic approach 
and collective involvement towards greening the 
planet. Designs are an outcome of economic, social 
and environmental sustainability, hence creatively 
shaping open spaces.

Landscape architects build beautiful spaces. A 
collaboration between designers, students and 
teachers bring about a rigorous engagement with 
outdoors and informal spaces.

Newarch
Indulging effectively in open space 
design, NEWARCH® LANDSCAPE 
LLP was founded by Ar Hrishikesh 
Phadke in 1999. With a vision to 
successfully function for 100 years, 
the organisation is committed 
towards translating the needs of the 
community and the environment 
into sustainable solutions.

“Imagination creates things that can be 
or that can happen, whereas fantasy 
invents things that are not in existence, 
which never have been or will be.” (S. 
Constantine. - 1984). Upcoming designers 
express and explore ideas, generate and 
evaluate alternatives, and ultimately 
derive a design.

Unlearn

Ink

Edu
With a purpose to connect and to 
evolve, the EDU cell is established 
to strike a balance between 
academics and practice.

Classroom learning developes active listeners 
and encourages participatory learning. An 
emphasis on theory and history brings about a 
design that is rooted in proven concepts and 
reasoning.

RESEARCH
Concept of play and child psychology  
Play - an enjoyable, spontaneous activity 
is work, leisure and pleasure for a child. The 
research would dive into human-nature 
interactions to enhance social and cognitive 
skills, mature emotionally to gain the self-
confidence required to engage in new 
experiences and environments for a child.

Master Class is an immersive experience 
with the experts in the field of Landscape 
design at EDU. It would produce discourses 
and workshops directly with the instructors 
and audience, to strike a balance between 
academics and practice.

OUTDOOR SESSION
 
Be a part of the landscape, that you might 
attempt to design! ‘EDU outdoors’ develops 
reflective and inquisitive thinking along with 
problem-solving approaches on site before, 
into, through and after the design process.
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JOURNEY OF EDU

To get involved, write to us at : edu@newarchllp.com
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